
GOODGAME'S BIG FARM STORY IS  

NOW AVAILABLE ON STEAM 

Hamburg, Germany - 20th August 2020 - Big Farm Story, 

the fun mix of life simulation and farm game with role-

playing elements from Goodgame Studios, is now 

available for download on Steam for $ 19.99. 

 

Download link: http://ggs.social/bfssteam 

Official teaser trailer for Big Farm Story: 

https://youtu.be/6cA5-kdAUso 

 

With early access, players can look forward to the first 

two chapters of the game, packed with an engaging 

story and lively characters. The story will be 

continuously expanded with free updates and thus 

guarantees ongoing fun for all pixel farmers. 

 

As the unexpected heir to their missing Grandfather's 

farm, the player has the opportunity to rebuild the 

farm to its former glory. Tending their crops, and 

taking care of the farm animals will keep the player 

busy but they must also find time to search for their 

missing Grandfather. There is always something to do 

in Big Farm Story. Whether expanding or decorating 

the farm or farmhouse, or visiting your neighbors. 

Explore, harvest and collect in the nearby forests and 

learn new skills like fishing or mushroom picking! The 

dynamic day and night rhythm provides additional 

variety.  

 

Big Farm Story is available on Steam and as an early 

access pioneer, players will receive the following 

content:  

 

• Sweet piglet as an exclusive pet that 

accompanies the player and finds treasures 

• A resting basket for the piglet at home 

• 6 furniture and decorative elements for the 

individual design of the farmhouse 

• 12 XP-Flower seeds 

Over the coming weeks and months, players can also 

expect additional fresh and free content for Big Farm 

Story such as: 

 

• Gameplay expansion: More animals, pets, 

crafting recipes and resources to gather will 

be added along with progressing the story 

chapter-by-chapter by introducing new 

characters. 

• Multiplayer: Players will be able to meet and 

chat with people in town, invite their friends 

to visit their farm 

• Cooking: Players can combine products of the 

Big Farm Story world and turn them into 

delicious food to buff themselves, reward 

friends or fulfill contracts! 

• And many more… 

 

On top, players that love the game a lot and want to 

support the development team, as well as future 

game content, can also add a Premium Pioneer 

Package or even get it as a cool bundle. The Premium 

Pioneer Package will add even more good-looking 

items to the in-game inventory with a super exclusive 

unicorn pig as a pet and an additional exclusive 

decorative element, the Piggy Bench.  

 

The “Big Farm” brand has attracted more than 86 

million players worldwide with the titles “Big Farm” 

and “Big Farm: Mobile Harvest”. Big Farm Story will 

deliver a completely new gameplay experience fitting 

to Steam. 
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ABOUT GOODGAME STUDIOS 

 

Goodgame Studios is a leading developer and publisher of gaming software, specializing in the free-to-play 

segment. Its focus is on mobile and browser games. The company offers games in 26 languages and has over 

400 million registered users worldwide. Empire: Four Kingdoms – the world’s all-time highest grossing app 

produced by a German company – is part of Goodgame Studios’ portfolio. The games developer was founded 

in Hamburg in 2009. Apart from the head office in Germany, the company has a subsidiary in Tokyo. Since 

January 2018, Goodgame Studios is part of Stillfront Group, a leading free-to-play powerhouse of gaming 

studios. For further information, please visit www.goodgamestudios.com. 
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